
Western   Europe   in   the   Early   Middle   Ages  
  
The   Crusades  
 
→ As   Islam   spread,   Europeans   worried   about   the   threat   it   posed   to   _________.  

→ Pope   Urban   II   launched   the   Crusades   to   reclaim   the   Middle   East   including   the   city   of    _____________.  
 
→ Christian   crusaders   went   to   war   against   Jews,   Muslims,   and   other   ___________________.  
 

o ___________and   _______________sometimes   united   to   defend   against   the   Christian   crusaders.  
 
Effects   of   the   Crusades  
 

After   Muslims   retook   ____________________,   Christians   lost   interest   in   the   Crusades.   While   the    
Crusades   were   a   military   failure,   they   were   an   __________________   success.   

 
At   the   time,   Arabian   culture   was   far    European   culture,   especially   in   the   areas   of    
________________,   medicine,   and   ________________.  
 
Here   are   some   Arabian   inventions   and   discoveries   that   were   introduced   to   Europeans   by   Arabs.  
 

• the   magnifying   glass • algebra  
 

• •  
 

•  
 
These   ideas   contributed   to   the   beginning   of   the   ___________________________   period   in   Europe.  
 

The   Magna   Carta  
 
A   group   of   major   landowners   called   _______________   created   the   Magna   Carta,   which   was   a   list   of   _________  
that   would   protect   them   from   unfair   practices   of   King   _____________   of   England.  
 
The   Magna   Carta  

● _____________   the   king’s   power   so   he   could   not   impose   taxes   without   the   barons’   consent.  
● Established   several   new   rules   related   to   ________________   system   

The   Roots   of   Democracy  
 
The   Magna   Carta   create   democracy.    
→ Only   _________________   had   a   say   in   the   ____________   that   the   king   levied.  

 
→ The   right   to   a   ___________   was   granted   only   to   members   of   the   _____________   class.  

The   Magna   Carta   was   a   major   step   toward   ________________.  
 
→ The   ideas   of   _______________   government   and   ___________by   a   jury   became   important   elements   of  

the   US   ____________________.  

Trial   by   Jury  
 
The   _____________   Amendment   of   the   US   Constitution   granted   the   right   to   a   trial   by   a   jury   of   peers.  
 



 
The   Black   Death  

 
The   __________   plague,   also   known   as   the   Black   Death,   occurred   in   western   Europe   between   _________  
and   ___________   _.   The   plague   had   both   short-term   and   long-term   effects.  
 
The   Black   Death   was   different   and   more   terrifying   than   previous   epidemics:  
• The   death   rate   was   extremely   _____.   It’s   ___________   that   between   one-half   and   two-thirds   of   victims  

died.   
• It   appeared   to   be   highly   _______________,   meaning   it   spread   _________   from   one   person   to  

another.   
• The   disease   progressed   _________   from   onset   of   symptoms   to   death.  
• The   Black   Death   was   something   new   and   unknown   in   a   society   that   valued   stability   and   lack   of   change.  
• The   painful   symptoms   made   the   victims   very   _________.  
 
How   the   Plague   Spread  

The   plague   spread   rapidly   along   major   ___________   routes,   starting   in   more   __________________   areas   and  
spreading   to   the   countryside.   Places   that   were   far   from   trade   and   ____________   ____________   tended   to   be  
more   isolated.   Therefore,   these   areas   didn’t   have   many   cases   of   the   plague.  
 
Reactions   to   the   Plaque  
 
To   escape   the   plague,   people   often   ___________   towns   and   cities,   thinking   they   would   be   safer   in   rural   areas.  
However,   rural   areas   were   stricken   too.   In   some   ___________   areas,   populations   were   nearly   or   completely  
wiped   out.   Without   enough   people   to   produce   food,   ______________   set   in.  
In   cities   and   towns,   __________________________   no   longer   produced   goods.   Merchants   didn’t   engage   in  
business.   Eventually,   trade   and   commerce   stopped.   Europe   was   on   the   verge   of   chaos   and   _______________.                What   Really   Caused   the   Black   Death?   

________   spread   the   plague   in   Europe.  
The   rats   carried   fleas,   which   in   turn   carried   the   ________________   causing   the   plague.  
When   one   of   these   fleas   bit   a   human,   it   _____________________   the   bacteria   to   that   person.  

 

After   the   Black   Death  
 
The   plague   produced   an   _______________   boom   —a   sudden                      in   wages,     productivity,   and   trade.  
 
These   factors   helped   end   the   plague:  
 

• quarantining,   or   keeping   ________________   individuals   in   their   homes  
• improved   ______________,   such   as   boiling   drinking   water   and   regular   bathing  
• decreased   _____________  

 
Urban   Renewal   and   the   Growth   of   Cities  
 
After   the   Black   Death,   many   people   moved   to   the        to   find   work.   Urban   centers    
regained   population   and   became   stronger   ________________   and   __________________________.  
 
___________   was   the   first   place   where   cities   started   to   grow.   It   was   the   first   region   to   experience   the   plague,    
and   the   first   to   _______________   after   the   epidemic   ended.  
 


